
TECHNICAL RIDER
Show: The Ordinary Circus Girl

Company : Cie Fheel Concepts

Please forward this technical rider to the technical team

Contact : 
GRENIER Marjolaine
technique.fheelconcepts@gmail.com
0033 6 75 98 62 52

LOGISTICS

The company on tour consists of 3 artists and 1 or 2 technicians.

BUILT UP  D-2  : 1 day and a half

BUILT DOWN D+1 : 5 hours

The company comes with a 20m3 van, please provide parking.

Performances: 14 people per session. 5 sessions per day.

TECHNICAL TEAM
The organizer should provide with :

- 1 light technician

- 1 sound technician

- 1 stage manager

See page 4 for a precise schedule.

- 1 person welcoming the audience during all the sessions. 

STAGE AND EQUIPMENT
The organizer should provide with :

- A (preferably) indoor space, as quiet as possible. 

- The space should be flat and leveled and have the following minimum dimensions : 9m opening - 13m depth - 

4m cleared height

- At least 2 items for reaching a working height of 3.50m (ladder, tower, lift or genie)

- 2 tower lifts, minimum load 75 kg - max 250 kg, height 3.50 - 4 m,  with truss sup ports

- 2 tables minimum size : 75cm x 160cm 

- 1 table (40x80 cm) for stage control



The organizer should provide with :

- Dimmers minimum 15 channels of 3kw each.
- 8 Fresnels 1Kw

- 3 Fresnels 650w
- 1 Sunstrip 2kw
- 1 floor plate 

- 11 extensions cords 5m
- 6 extensions cords 10m
- 4 extensions cords 15m
- 6 extensions cords 20m

- 6 multiplugs with at least 4 sockets each
- 8 non dimmable 16A sockets.

 

The placements of all the equipment is marked on page 4 (stage plan)

SOUND

The sound is controlled by the mixtable of the company placed on stage through 4 XLR output.

The organizer should provide with :
- 2 DIs

- 4 speakers on stands with XLR to the mixtable

Placements are marked on page 4 (stage plan)

LIGHTS

The lights will be set on the scenography. Therefore the lights should not be rigged before the arrival of the company. 
However, all the connections to the dimmers and all the necessary extensions should arrive to the stage before the 
arrival of the company.

BE AWARE : 
- The show is for 14 audience members and can be performed up to 5 times in a day.

- The audience will walk on the stage and interact with the scenography.

- The audience will exit via the emergency exits of the stage. 

If any of those points are problematic, contact Marjolaine in order to find good solutions.





BUILT UP EXEMPLE

D- 2 9.00 - 10.00 : team arrival, unloading* 1h

D- 2 10.00 - 12.00 : built up of the structure* 2h

D- 2 12.00 - 13.00 : built up scenography (Team 1)* 1h

D- 2 12.00 - 13.00 :  technical built up : Light & sound  (Team 2)* 1h

D- 2 13.00 - 14.00 :  Lunch break 1h

D- 2 14.00 - 17.00 : technical built up : Light & sound  (Team 2)* 3h

D- 2 14.00 - 17.00 :built up scenography + VR headsets  (Team 1) 3h

D- 1 09.00 - 12.00  : sound balance & light pointing* 3h

D- 1 09.00 - 12.00  : space cleaning (Team 1) 3h

D- 1 12.00 - 13.00 :  Lunch break 1h

D- 1 13.00 - 17.00 :  rehearsal 4h

Team arrival D-2 morning|Team departure D+1
Built Up D-2 | Built down D+1

  FHEEL CONCEPTS  BUILT UP 12h BUILT DOWN  5h
  TECHNICAL TEAM  BUILT UP 10h BUILT DOWN  5h

*The company asks for help drom a light technician, a sound technician, a stage manager 

TOUR CONDITIONS

STAGE
We are asking that the stage have a temperate temperature not exceeding 27°C. The virtual headsets glasses will 
be stored there, hence the thermal condition.

CATERING
“Live just so others can live.” It is in this spirit that we want the catering: simple with preferably local and natural prod-
ucts such as fresh seasonal fruits and dried fruits (figs, nuts, hazelnuts, etc.) and/or sweet and savory local specialties, 
water, tea and coffee. Feel free to improvise. 

FHEEL CONCEPTS TEAM
3 artists & 1 technician

If you have any question, contact : 
GRENIER Marjolaine

technique.fheelconcepts@gmail.com
0033 6 75 98 62 52



Structure’s plan 10mx8m

Tower lifts, minimum load 75 kg - max 250 kg, height 3.50 - 4 m,  with truss sup ports 50mm

Pictures of the structure


